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Introduction

These tools and toolkits are hosted by Healthy Campus Alberta, a provincial community
of practice committed to cultivating caring campus communities in Alberta. Originally
developed by Alberta Campus Mental Health Innovation (an initiative carried out by
the Alberta Students Executive Council), the tools and toolkits are learning-focused,
living documents that serve to support our community of practice. 
 
 
 

About the Tools and Toolkits

healthycampusalberta.ca

This toolkit was developed for student leaders in post secondary institutions who are
planning and implementing student mental health initiatives on their campus. Others who
are planning and delivering post secondary mental health initiatives may also find the
toolkit useful for their purposes, including those aimed at students as well as faculty and
staff, or those aspiring to take their institution to a new level of mentally healthy campus.
It will be particularly useful to understand the roles and contributions that students,
student leaders and student associations can make in advancing the impact of mentally
healthy campuses.

About the Student Led Initiatives Toolkit

Student leaders;
Program planners.

Informing the evaluation of initiatives to support student mental health;
Serving as a starting point for a comprehensive evaluation strategy for mental health
initiatives;
Informing the creation and evaluation of campus mental health strategies.

The Evaluation and Learning Framework aims to position evaluation and learning as
activities that help you know the impact you’re having (or not). This helps you to know
whether you will have a greater impact if you adapt what you’re doing, and also helps you
know when conditions have changed so that what you did before is no longer as effective.
Evaluation can provide you useful information for the decisions you’ll need to make, as
well as being accountable to your funder. It can provide you useful information for
advocacy, and for celebrations.
Who could use this tool?

What purposes could this tool serve?

 
 
 

About the Evaluation and Learning Framework



Getting Started

You might want to know whether students are interested in engaging with a particular initiative, or a
particular way of delivering it. If not, you can change the initiative or the way you implement.  
 
You may want to make sure your student group's mental health strategy builds momentum and
impact from year to year, so your evaluation requirements include informing your successors.
 
If you are a student leader who takes a big picture governance approach and have staff who do the
detailed planning and implementing, you will want to think about what evaluative information you
want them to produce. You might want to be able to understand how the Big Picture Strategy needs
to change, or understand more about what resources are really required to pull off different
initiatives. You can’t evaluate everything so will need to consider what resources are required to do
different levels of evaluation. You probably don’t want to spend more on evaluation than you do on
providing services! 
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First a caution. Note that the examples in this tool are meant to clarify concepts, not
prescribe what you do. Use them only if they actually apply to your situation. The examples
refer to single events or services: this is where you’ll need to start. Describing a detailed
evaluation and learning strategy may be something you’ll want to do if you’ve advanced
beyond thinking about single projects or activities.
 
Does evaluation only mean quantifying what we did and what we achieved?
Over the years, evaluation practice has evolved. Early evaluators were preoccupied with
quantitative information to prove that a given program would produce a given result. Large
scale evaluations, where large amounts of money and effort will be expended still tend to
emphasize that method as a way to prove that public funds for a particular program
achieve the intended results. Even for those purposes however, evaluation practice is
evolving. As we recognize that most decision makers need information for deciding on
increasingly complex problems, we recognize that they can’t just rely on quantitative
methods, assessed by outside experts. So different types of evaluation methods are being
used. The increasing expectation of citizen and other stakeholder engagement means that
evaluations are increasingly planned and conducted using participative methods.
 
Why evaluate?
You may be required to evaluate as a condition of receiving funding. But you might also
want to evaluate for your own purposes. Maybe you want to learn what works, so you can
adapt your strategy over time. Or you want to get better and better at doing whatever you
do – improving efficiency so you can make your resources go further. Learning how to get
better, and learning what strategies work better than others is important. If evaluation is to
be your friend you need to think about what your needs are. What decisions will you want
to make?  
 

Examples



Getting Started cont.

The process of recording need not be a lot of effort. 
 
You could gather your team and do a 10 minute debrief at the end of an event and ask – “What
would we Change, Drop, Add and Keep”?  Everyone puts their thoughts on a sticky note (one
thought per sticky note) and posts them on a flip chart with the 4 columns. Take a photo and put it
in the file. Next time you’re planning that type of initiative you can check the file to remind yourself. 
 
Every 6 months you can have a ‘Learning Circle” where you and your team can look at all the field
reviews and identify common patterns that you can improve with training or documenting process
or other strategies.
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There’s more than one answer to the question ‘How to evaluate?’
Sometimes you don’t need to do formal evaluation studies for your purposes – you just
watch how many people show up to your events and decide to keep it the same or change
depending on that alone. Or you pay attention to how frustrating the planning and delivery
of an initiative is and decide that you could reduce the frustration and wasted resources by
a different planning process, or writing down the usual steps so you don’t have to
remember them all the time. The informality of those processes doesn’t change the fact
that you are evaluating, or learning what works and what doesn’t. However the informality
might make it harder to make your case to a funder for continuing the service. If that’s what
you want to be able to do, you might want to keep some records of your observations and
have a more formal analysis and reporting process.
 
You may want to use a participative approach for at least some of the steps. People are
more likely to buy into the conclusions and recommendations if they’ve been a part of the
process, but it does take more effort and planning. One important time to use participative
approaches is when you’re trying to build a collaborative approach across many campus
departments and community agencies. Having your partners involved in the planning, and
then in the analysis or sense-making stages helps everyone understand and own the
changes you might make as a result. 
 
Sense-making is the process of collectively bringing everyone’s perspectives to the table to
ask, “What does this information mean and what does it indicate we should do”. Having a
group with different perspectives makes that assessment much more robust, but it does
require more careful facilitation and openness to differing opinions.
 

   Examples
 



Sharing what works so that other campus members can build on what works in
campuses that share common characteristics;·      
Understanding how to modify collective actions;
Understanding the range and portfolio of actions that improve post-secondary students’
mental health and reduced stigma. 
Being able to demonstrate how and why student led initiatives are an important
contribution to the overall strategy for mental health and reduced stigma.

Consider the collective
Collective information means information that covers a number of campuses. For collective
evaluation, information can come from many sources. Some of it will come from reports of
individual campus initiatives. At the collective level though, you will also want to learn about
how to improve collective actions, as well as to report on their effectiveness. This supports
many purposes:

 
What information do you need to make the decisions you want?
This may seem like a strange place to start, when you know what initiatives you’re putting in
place – isn’t it just about figuring out what to measure?  That’s certainly where people often
start, but starting with the end in mind can be helpful.
 
"Why do I think that will be useful to do?” 
And when you have an answer, ask “Why do I think that will be valuable or helpful?”  Ask
yourself “Why?” to the answer you get, and repeat that more times.  At each step, you’ll end
up with one piece of the chain of outcomes that you expect to result from your actions.
You’ll find that, at some level, you’re making assumptions that you haven’t questioned.
“Who will likely be interested and willing to participate in my event, service or activity?”  
Be reasonable about the types and numbers of students who you will even connect with.
Why might you want to know that?  You might want to gather information about the
characteristics of the students who participate.  You may want to go further and make sure
you know which ones say they found the event or service helpful or not.
“How does the service or activity run?" 
You might want to know the following information if the decisions you want to make are
ones to improve the operation of a service or activity. 
"Am I at an early stage of development?
In the earliest stages of an innovation you’ll want to understand mostly about whether
your delivery system works. Evaluating and learning as you go helps you make decisions on
how to do it better the next time. Is long term implementation of the new initiative possible
given underlying administrative or policy realities? If yes, you may need to consider
advocating for policy change.

Getting Started cont.
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Consider creative ways to gather information
The type of evaluation and learning you do depends on what you want to learn. Think
about what you need to know to make the decisions you want to make in an informed way,
and worry about how you can do a good job about collecting and understanding that
information. Ask yourself – can I get the information in a way that also engages other
students in conversations about mental health, mental illness and issues, or reducing the
secrecy around talking about mental illness openly?  
 

      Examples
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Inputs and Outputs
One way to look at your action or service is to understand different components. First,
briefly describe the action or service. This should include a description of the type of
student it’s aimed at , the frequency it’s provided, and where the service is provided. 
What are Inputs (e.g. time, funding, materials, physical space, expertise)?
What are Activities (e.g. providing brochures, holding workshops, providing counseling)?
What are Outputs (e.g. numbers of people participating, numbers of events)?  These are
measures of effort and used to be all that anyone gathered. 
What are the expected Outcomes? These are the changes in a person or other entity that
come as a result of the activities. 
 
 

Host a painting party and ask people to work in a group to draw images that describe their
experience – and then post them, so others can see that there’s more than one way to respond to
a situation.
 
Set out 5 jars, each labeled with a different type of stressor and give participants 3 marbles to put
in the appropriate jar(s).  People can put a marble in 3 jars, or put all the marbles in one jar if they
wanted to indicate that type of stressor was really important.  Students walking by can see that
others have the same kind(s) of stressors as they do. Perhaps you could use the jars and marbles
as a way for students to indicate what types of stress reduction actions they find most helpful. For
your reporting, you could take a photo of the images or the jars. If you do it at the beginning of
the year and the end this will help you show whether or not there were any changes.

Getting Started cont.
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Getting Started cont.
Inputs and Outputs: Example
 
Mental Health Awareness Campaign
 
Input
 
 

Activity
 

 
 
Output
 
 
Outcome
 

Time, funding, design and print costs, costs for frames and mounts for
bathroom stall doors.
 
Information posters on bathroom stall doors that tell students about what
resources are available to them for counseling or events, some introductory
information about mental illness or mental well-being and how to identify
warning signs.
 
Amount of time for design and print-ready copy, costs for materials, and
numbers of maintenance people able to install the frames, time of people who
refresh the posters weekly. 
 
First, a student needs to read and understand the information,
and find it relevant. If they’ve understood and found it relevant, a student will
know where to find resources they need them. Third, if they know where
counseling is located and how to make an appointment, the student will access
services when they need them. Then if the student participates in counseling
they will have coping strategies, perhaps are referred to a physician for
medication etc. If all those outcomes are achieved, you could claim an outcome
– the student has supports required to successfully manage their mental
illness. Perhaps further outcomes include academic performance – the student
will be able to maintain the necessary GPA to stay enrolled in classes.

Common use of information
Don’t think you have to do it all yourself. Sometimes you might have to work with others on
campus to access their information. Sometimes those departments will want your
information on services you’ve provided to see if they can draw a conclusion about whether
their change in academic outcomes is related to your services or activities.
 
Reporting and Momentum
You need to report at the end of the term, so you have to do the analysis and sense making
at least for those reports.  If you can make a regular habit of calling a learning circle – even
for the last 10 minutes of a regular meeting – that will help create the culture of inquiry and
adapting that you want.

Check out BetterEvaluation for
more resources.
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https://www.betterevaluation.org/


Purpose

Steps for Evaluation and Planning

Purpose

Roles Purpose

Audiences Purpose

Stakeholders Purpose

Information

Timeline

Data
Collection

Data Analysis
& Learning

Resources

Documenting
& Reflecting



Using the Evaluation and Learning
Framework
Note you may not work through these questions in order. The Evaluation and Learning
Framework can be filled out by your team as a learning and planning activity. For each
section, consider the following:
 
 Purpose: What do you want to be able to learn or decide? Meeting your funder’s requirements is enough, but you can

add some for your own purposes.
Roles: Who will be responsible for making sure the evaluation and learning processes are done? Are there other roles
that need to be identified?
Audience: Who are the audiences for the information from the evaluation and learning?
Information: What information do you need to make what decisions? What do you want your intended audiences to know
or do differently? Sometimes it helps to identify the questions you’d like answers to, and then identify the information
you’d need to answer those questions.
Stakeholders: Which stakeholders will it help to have involved? At what stage?
Information: From what sources should the information be collected? This might include students; insurance company
benefits used; faculty; or counselors .
Timeline: You’ll have created a timeline for your project activities. Create a separate line for the evaluation and learning
activities.
Data Collection: How can that information be collected in a reasonable fashion? 
Data Analysis & Learning: Combine the data and analyse it. Then you need to ask ‘what does this mean’? What time and
process do you need to plan for to do the analysis? Learning from the data helps answer questions like ‘what are we
learning that we didn’t know when we started’, ‘how can we do better next time at delivering these kinds of initiatives’,
‘what would we do next’. Create a learning circle in your team.
Resources: What resources - monetary and otherwise - are available for all the parts of the evaluation and learning
activities?
Documenting & Reflecting: Pull all this into a documented evaluation plan with activities, timelines and resources.
Following the evaluation and learning process you may want to reflect on what evaluation capacity you’d like to build or
improve in yourself.
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Additional Resources

View the rest of the Student
Led Initiatives Toolkit.

How do you evaluate your mental health initiatives?
Do you incorportate learning into your evaluation efforts?

Questions for Consideration

https://www.healthycampusalberta.ca/toolkit/student-led-toolkit/

